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ABSTRACT
Providing reinforcement learning agents with informationally rich
human knowledge can dramatically improve various aspects of
learning. Prior work has developed different kinds of shaping meth-
ods that enable agents to learn efficiently in complex environments.
All these methods, however, tailor human guidance to agents in
specialized shaping procedures, thus embodying various charac-
teristics and advantages in different domains. In this paper, we
investigate the interplay between different shaping methods for
more robust learning performance. We propose an adaptive shaping
algorithm which is capable of learning the most suitable shaping
method in an on-line manner. Results in two classic domains ver-
ify its effectiveness from both simulated and real human studies,
shedding some light on the role and impact of human factors in
human-robot collaborative learning.
KEYWORDS
Reinforcement Learning; Interactive Learning; Human-Agent In-
teraction; Shaping.
1 INTRODUCTION
As learning agents move from research labs to the real world, it is in-
creasingly important for human users, even without programming
skills or expert knowledge, to customize agent learning behaviors
towards desired ones as quickly as possible. Interactive Reinforce-
ment Learning (InterRL) provides a human-in-the-loop computing
paradigm that enables the integration of human knowledge (in
terms of guidance, advice or demonstrations) into agent learning
process such that the overall learning cost can be reduced [26, 30].
In InterRL, agent learning behavior is determined not only by the
world state and feedback, but additionally by a real-time interaction
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with a human user. Understanding the impact of human factors on
an InterRL process is the long-term goal of the envisioned human-
agent collectives [12].
Plenty of work has investigated how humans can help RL agents
learn more efficiently through different types of interaction modes,
integration methods or transferred knowledge. One typical way
has been to allow humans to provide real-time feedback to the
agent learning process in the form of an end-user derived reward
signal [26]. Thomaz et al. directly combined a human reward with
an RL reward in Q-learning [28, 29]. Judah et al. applied an off-
line labeling process to critique the agent’s actions as good or
bad and shape the agent’s learning process using this critic [13].
Knox et al. proposed the TAMER framework to interactively shape
agent behavior using a human reward function approximated by
supervised learning approaches [14], and investigated how various
combination methods influence the learning performance [15–17].
Yet, recent studies showed that directly estimating the human policy
can be a more effective use of human feedback [6, 11]. Other works
resorted to summarization of off-line human demonstrations in
shaping agent learning behaviors [4, 7, 27].
Prior work develops InterRL methods that tailor the human’s
guidance to agents with a particular representation or underly-
ing learning algorithm, offering effective yet specialized shaping
procedures. The human knowledge, expressed in terms of either
feedback reward signals, estimated policies, or summarized deci-
sion rules from demonstrations, is integrated into agent learning
process by shaping a specific component of RL, i.e., the value func-
tion, action, reward or policy [2]. While this specific design can
leverage insights about the learning algorithm or representation
to derive more powerful InterRL methods, it inevitably faces gen-
eralization and interpretation issues. The methods may perform
well for some types of algorithms or domains, but poorly on others,
thus, general observations or conclusions claimed in previous stud-
ies may not hold consistently. For example, previous studies have
showed that methods in which human rewards directly shape an
RL agent’s actions and policies are more efficient than others [15].
This claim, however, may be only valid when the human is more
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error free and has an enough large influence on biasing the agent’s
learning process. In fact, even for a single combination method,
different weights of human rewards can cause great sensitivity
in the learning performance [16]. Thus, without substantial effort
and further hand-engineering, existing methods usually cannot be
readily applied in various domain settings.
Since different kinds of InterRL methods embody various charac-
teristics and advantages in different domains, it is natural to explore
the combinatoric space of these learning methods in order to derive
more robust InterRL methods. In fact, it was recently hypothesized
by researchers that the interplay between different InterRL meth-
ods would potentially lead to new powerful shaping methods by
taking advantage of the benefits of each InterRL method [2]. In
this paper, by summarizing and formally defining the four differ-
ent kinds of InterRL methods in the literature, we distinguish how
human rewards can be explicitly represented and integrated into
an agent’s RL process. To grasp a better understanding of the roles
and advantages of different InterRL methods, we then propose an
adaptive shaping algorithm that is capable of learning the most suit-
able InterRL method from a portfolio of different types of InterRL
methods in an adaptive manner. Results from both simulated and
real human studies in two classic RL problems, i.e. Pac-Man and
Cart-Pole, confirm the effectiveness of our algorithm under various
conditions, compared to those approaches using only one specific
InterRL method. By analyzing different ways of integrating human
knowledge into an agent’s RL process, our work provides valuable
insights into understanding the role and impact of human factors
in human-robot collaborative learning.
Section 2 gives a brief introduction to RL and summarizes the
general InterRL methods. Section 3 elaborates on the details of our
algorithm. Section 4 introduces experimental domains and design
methodology, while Section 5 gives the results. Section 6 discusses
some related work, and finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 INTERACTIVE RL METHODS
A Reinforcement Learning (RL) problem [25] is typically modeled
as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), which can be defined by the
tuple (S,A,T ,R), where S and A are respectively the set of agent’s
states and actions, T (s,a, s ′) = P(s ′ |s,a) gives the probability of
jumping to the new state s ′ given current state s and action a, and
R(s,a) is the reward function. An agent’s behavior is defined by a
policy π (s,a) which maps states to a probability distribution over
the actions. In this paper, we assume that the policy is stochastic.
The aim of RL is to find the best policy π∗(s,a) to maximize the
cumulative discount reward G =
∑
t γ
t rt , where rt is the reward
at time t , and 0 < γ < 1 is a discount factor.
Given an MDP and an agent’s policy, we can then define the
action-value function Qπ (s,a), which represents the cumulative
discount reward after taking action a in state s and then using
policy π to explore. According to the Bellman equation, the optimal
action-value function is given by:
Q∗(s,a) = R(s,a) + γ
∑
s ′
P(s ′ |s,a)max
a′
Q∗(s ′,a′), (1)
and the optimal policy π∗(s,a) = argmaxa Q∗(s,a).
An RL process can be characterized by four main components:
the action A, the policy π , the reward R and the value function
V . The existing InterRL methods convert human/agent feedback
signals into a reward, a value or a decision rule, and pass the knowl-
edge about one specific component of RL into the agent’s learning
process for performance acceleration [2]. Without lose of gener-
ality, four distinct types of InterRL methods can be categorized:
(1) Action-based Methods: that use the human’s feedback signals
to directly affect the agent’s action selection process [1, 24, 27];
(2) Policy-based Methods: that combine the human’s policy with
the agent’s policy to influence the agent’s decisions [6, 10, 11]; (3)
Reward-based Methods: that convert the human’s feedback signals
directly into some useful form to be integrated with the agent’s
reward [4, 8, 29]; and (4) Value-based Methods: that combine the hu-
man’s value functions (e.g., V (s) or Q(s,a)) with the agent’s learnt
value functions [15, 27].
3 LEARNING SHAPING STRATEGIES
Previous studies have shown that the above InterRL methods have
distinct advantages for different RL tasks or at different learning
stages [16]. It is thus necessary to investigate how different kinds
of InterRL methods can interact with each other, and how this
interplay can impact the final learning performance [2]. To this
end, we propose an algorithm to adaptively shape an RL agent with
human knowledge. Our algorithm takes several different InterRL
methods as input, and maintains the cumulative rewards that they
can achieve during the current learning phase. Then, it chooses
the best method in the current stage to execute. In order to enable
exploration, the cumulative reward of each method is converted
into a probability, and importance sampling is applied to speed up
the update of probability in choosing each method.
Algorithm 1 Learning Shaping Strategies in InterRL
Require: M ;
1: wmi ← 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , |M |;
2: while not converge do
3: P(mi ) = e
β (wmi −min(wmi ))∑|M |
j=1 e
β (wmj −min(wmi )) ;
4: sample a methodmcurrent from P(mi ), i = 1, 2, . . . , |M |;
5: simmi ← 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , |M |;
6: R ← 0;
7: s = init_task();
8: while episode not over do
9: get human feedback H ;
10: a = get_action(mcurrent , s,H );
11: s,Re = do_action(s , a);
12: update_q(s,a,Re ,H );
13: R ← R + Re ;
14: for i = 0 to |M | do
15: πmi = get_prob(mi , s,a,H );
16: simmi = simmi ∗ πmi ;
17: end for
18: end while
19: for i = 0 to |M | do
20: wmi = wmi + τ ∗
simmi∑|M |
j=1 simmj
(R −wmi );
21: end for
22: end while
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Assuming a set of InterRL methods (M =m1, . . . ,m |M |), Algo-
rithm 1 gives the main procedure of our algorithm, in whichwmi
stands for the weight of methodmi , simmi stands for the similarity
value of methodmi , R is the accumulated reward of current run-
ning method, Re is the reward from the environment and H is the
reinforcement signal from the human. Initially, we set allwmi = 0
to indicate an equal probability of choosing each InterRL method
(Line 1). Then, the algorithm runs the chosen method and updates
the weights of all the methods based on the reward obtained by
that method. More specifically, in each iteration, the algorithm
calculates the probability of each InterRL method using a softmax
function according to the current weight vector (Line 3), and then
selects a method mcurrent according to the probability (Line 4).
Then, the chosen InterRL method runs for one episode and returns
the similarity simmi for each method mi and total accumulated
reward R for the current running methodmcurrent (Line 9-17).
At each time step in an episode, the specific InterRL method asks
for the guidance from human (Line 9), i.e. the human reinforcement
signal H (it is possible that the human may not provide guidance
at this request), and then determines the next action a based on
the currently chosen InterRL methodmcurrent , the current state
s and human guidance H (Line 10). After taking this action, the
next state s and reward from environment Re are received (Line 11).
Then the Q-function is updated using the chosen InterRL method
(Line 12), and the accumulated reward R is added by the RL reward
Re (Line 13). At each time step, the algorithm calculates the simi-
larity betweenmcurrent and other InterRL methods, based on the
probability that the current action is considered to be optimal by
each InterRL method (Line 14-17). Function get_prob(mi , s,a,H )
outputs a probability of choosing action a in state s using another
InterRL methodmi . Since some methods such as policy-based and
action-based methods can also influence the final policy, the human
feedbackH should also be included in the get_prob function.When
the whole episode finishes, the algorithm returns the simmi value
of each InterRL method and the total environmental return R. Since
similarity sim maintains the policy similarity between each method
and the current running method, the weights of all InterRL methods
can be updated based on sim and R, using a TD-like learning update
procedure with learning rate τ (Line 20).
Input
m1=reward shaping
s=
r=[+10,-500,0,0]
H=[+10,-10,-10,-10]
Calculate
B=1
=[+20,-510,-10,-10]
Output
According to ε-greedy
π1 =[1-ε+ε/4,
ε/4,ε/4,ε/4]
Figure 1: Illustration of how to implement the get_prob()
function using reward shaping method.
Figure 1 gives an illustration of how to implement the get_prob()
function using reward shapingmethod, where r indicates the agent’s
reward regarding four actions (i.e., +10, -500, 0, and 0 for moving up,
Figure 2: Benchmark domains. The left two are respectively
themediumClassic and small Grid version of Pac-Man. The
right is the Cart-Pole domain.
down, left and right, respectively), whileH indicates the human’s re-
ward signal regarding the four corresponding actions (more details
regarding the human reward signalH will be given in Sec. 4.2.1). As-
suming the shaping parameter B = 1, the final reward of the agent
Φr (r ,Hr ,B) = r (s,a) + B ∗ Hr (s,a) then can be computed as [+20,-
510,-10,-10]. Based on this reward vector and the ϵ-exploration
strategy, the probability get_prob(mi , s,a,H ) that another method
mi chooses the action a adopted by the current methodmcurrent
can be computed. As in Figure 1, if current methodmcurrent has
adopted action moving down, get_prob(m1, s,down,H ) is then ϵ/4
because the best action suggested by Φr is moving up.
4 EXPERIMENT
We evaluate the adaptive shaping algorithm using both simulated
environments and real user studies in two benchmark RL tasks that
have been widely adopted in previous research. Similar to prior
work [3, 11, 21], the simulated environments allow us to compare
methods in an inexpensive yet well-controlled setting, covering a
wide range of parameter settings, while the real user studies enable
us to investigate what really happens when methods are driven by
humans with realistic constraints and uncertainties.
4.1 Domain
The two benchmark RL domains are Pac-Man and Cart-Pole as
shown in Figure 2. Pac-Man is a 2D grid game, which includes
food, walls, ghosts and a Pac-Man agent. The goal of the game is to
control the agent to get all the food while avoiding colliding with
any ghost. Eating all food pellets ends the game with +500 reward,
and being killed by the ghost ends the game with -500 reward.
Each food pellet gives +10 reward, and each time step of the game
costs Pac-Man -1 penalty. The actions of the agent include four
movements: up, down, left, and right. When the agent encounters a
wall, it stops moving and stays where it was. The state of the agent
includes the agent’s current position, the ghost’s current position,
the ghost’s current direction and the presence of foods. We use
the Pac-Man project developed by UC Berkeley1 and adapt it to
meet requirements of our evaluation. Although different sizes of
Pac-Man game are available, frommedium Classic to small Grid, we
base our evaluation on the small Grid domain (5*5 square), which
contains two foods and a ghost (the same setting as in [11]). The
medium Classic size is prohibitively large for real human studies.
In fact, we test that the average time for one run in a medium
Classic domain is nearly 11.3 times longer than that in a small Grid
1http://ai.berkeley.edu/project_overview.html
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domain. Considering that even one run in the small Grid domain
takes averagely 1.5 hours, direct evaluation in the medium Classic
domain by real humans is thus impracticable.
The Cart-Pole is applied to test the performance of methods
in continuous domains. In this domain (right part in Figure 2), a
small cart can move around with a pole standing on the cart. The
agent needs to choose two movements: moving left or right to
control the cart, while keeping the pole upright. The agent gains
+1 reward by maintaining the pole at each time it interacts with
the environment. When the pole is unable to remain vertical, the
game ends with a -1 reward. An episode ends if the pole stands
upright for 200 steps. The continuous state of the agent includes the
angle and the acceleration of the pole. Interactive learning in such
continuous settings is a challenging task, especially when dealing
with human factors such as delayed reaction time, limited patience,
and cognitive cost etc. [32].
4.2 Design
4.2.1 Explicit InterRL Methods. There are several ways of deriv-
ing a specific InterRL method as described in Section 2. Following
previous studies [15, 16], four explicit methods are chosen in our
evaluation: the Action Biasing, the Control Sharing, the Reward
Shaping and the Q Augmentation. Let Ha ,Hπ ,Hr ,Hv denote the
human’s shaping function regarding actions, policies, rewards, and
value functions, respectively, and B denote a predefined shaping
parameter. The four InterRL methods can be formally given as
follows:
Action Biasing (AB): AB is a typical action-based method,
in which the action chosen by the agent is determined by
Φa (c,Ha ,B) = arдmaxa [Q(s,a)+B∗Ha (s,a)], whereHa (s,a)
can be the human’s value function on actions.
Control Sharing (CS): Similar to the Probabilistic Policy Reuse
(PPR) strategy [10], CS is one typical policy-based method.
Instead of providing an advice directly to the agent, CS con-
trols the agent’ policy of choosing actions by Φπ (π ,Hπ ,B) =
π (s,a)l ∗Hπ (s,a)1−l , where l is a Bernoulli random variable
that controls the probability of choosing human’s policy
function.
Reward Shaping (RS): RS is a classic reward-based method,
inwhich the reward of agent can be determined byΦr (r ,Hr ,B) =
r (s,a) + B ∗ Hr (s,a).
Q Augmentation (QA): QA can be considered as one type of
value-based methods, in which the Q value of agent can be
given by Φv (v,Hv ,B) = Q(s,a) + B ∗ Hv (s,a).
A human has only two instructions: right or wrong. A reward vec-
tor is used to denote the human’s reward functionH (Ha ,Hπ ,Hr ,Hv )
regarding the action choices. When the human thinks that an action
is the best choice, the corresponding action in the reward vector
is denoted as rh , and other actions are denoted as −rh . Figure 3
illustrates the formulation of human reward function H in the Pac-
Man and Cart-Pole domain, where only the action consistent with
the one suggested by the human is set to a positive value rh , while
other actions are set to a negative value −rh . Therefore, the value
of rh indicates the magnitude of human influence on the agent’s
learning process. In Pac-Man, the discount factor γ = 0.7, updated
parameter α = 0.3 and exploration parameter ϵ = 0.1, β = 5. The
Action set
state
Instruction 
of human
Human s reward 
function H
-r_h
r_h
-r_h
-r_h
Action set
Instruction 
of human
Human s reward 
function H
-r_h
r_h
Figure 3: Illustration of the human reward functionH in the
Pac-Man and Cart-Pole domain.
shaping parameter in all four methods B = 1 and this value de-
creases by 130000 after each episode. Each method performs 30,000
episodes (this is because ordinary Q-learning needs roughly 30,000
episodes to converge), and final results are averaged over 20 in-
dependent runs. In Cart-Pole, discount coefficient γ = 0.99, and
exploration parameter ϵ = 0.3, β = 5. The parameter B = 1 in
all methods, and decreases by 12000 after each episode. Each of the
methods performed 2000 episodes, and final results are averaged
over 20 independent runs.
4.2.2 Simulated Oracles. Following [11], we obtained the opti-
mal policy using standard Q-learning in the two experiments to
simulate completely correct human guidance. When the agent re-
quires human guidance, we then use the largest Q-value as the
perfect human guidance in current state. It should be noted that,
although the Q-learning is used to obtain the optimal Q values
to model human guidance, in the experiments, only value-based
methods can directly access these Q values. Other methods can
only receive the information of optimal actions associated with the
maximum Q values by a∗ = arдmaxaQ[s,a]. In order to quantita-
tively study the advantages and disadvantages of different methods
in various parameter settings, two extra parameters are introduced
as in [6, 11]: L (the likelihood of feedback) which represents the
probability that the human provides guidance at each time step,
andC (the consistency of feedback) which represents the probability
that the human provides the optimal instructions correctly. The
benefit of simulated oracles is that its allows us to compare methods
in an inexpensive yet well-controlled setting, covering a wide range
of parameter settings to model human errors and limited patience
through the two parameters of consistency C and likelihood L.
4.2.3 Real Humans. Compared to learning autonomously, learn-
ing efficiently from human inputs brings significant challenges due
to issues such as humans’ reaction delay, inconsistent or ambigu-
ous inputs, and limited patience and attention [22, 29]. Despite
these inherent challenges, there are many more practical issues
that arise when implementing an InterRL system with real humans.
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For example, how to design a user interface to enable seamless
interactions between agents and humans? What kind of visualiza-
tions causes humans to develop the most useful actions in response
to a request? How to reconcile the speed gap between autonomous
learning and human learning? When and how frequently should
humans provide guidance given their limited patience and short
period of attention? As the consistency of feedback C by itself is
embodied in the errors during human learning process, we pay
special attention to the modelling of likelihood of feedback L in
human user studies. Since L is a probability that cannot be explicitly
modeled during human interactions, we adapt the original game
interface by clearly visualizing the parameter of L (see Figure 2) to
indicate the percentage of steps in which humans have provided
inputs so far. To this end, we first let the participants play the games
several times before formally starting the experiment, and estimate
the total steps required to finish one run of play. In the studies, L is
set to 0.01 by default to reduce the amount of human focus on the
whole training process.
For human teachers, constantly paying attention imposes cog-
nitive costs and can be simply unrealistic. Even if the teacher is a
computer agent, transmitting the agent’s every state to the teacher
can cause a prohibitive communication cost. We then propose three
training strategies that capture different types of human behaviors:
(1) Early-advice: humans provide inputs primarily in the early
stage of learning; (2) Sporadic-advice: humans provide inputs in
a regular frequency throughout the learning period; and (3) Late-
advice: humans provide inputs primarily in the late stage of learn-
ing. It is noted that many recent works focus on investigating when
and how engagement of a teacher (either a human or a teaching
agent) is more valuable in InterRL settings, by using the evaluation
of the learner’s uncertainty or performance [18, 31], or estimation
of current policy of either interaction counterpart [19, 20]. The
focus of our study is simply on the performance comparison of
different InterRL methods using one specific training strategy.
To solve the issues of delay in human reaction and speed dis-
crepancy between computers and humans, the game environment
can be switched into a human interaction mode by pressing a key to
slow down the refreshing frequency to humans’ capability range.
This provides humans with enough time to give correct feedbacks.
Moreover, as the human feedbacks are always consistent during
a certain number of successive steps (e.g., a constant right force
should be provided if the pole is falling rightwards), the game en-
vironment is set to a default human interaction mode when the
computer takes over the human to provide the same feedback as
before. This liberates humans from the long term laborious focus
on the game playing. In fact, it is unrealistic for humans to play the
continuous Cart-Pole by giving feedbacks in each of the 100 frames
during each episode.
We solicited 10 volunteers to provide data for this experiment.
Each participant played the game several times to get familiar with
the interface and how to interact with the RL agent first, and then
formally played the game for 5 times. The final results are averaged
over all the participants (i.e., 50 independent runs). Note that it
normally takes 1 to 1.5 hour to finish one run of training (30000
episodes in Pac-Man and 2000 episodes in the Cart-Pole). Thus, each
learning curve is the result of a long period of game playing by the
participants. Unless specified otherwise, early-advice strategy is
adopted due to its better performance in terms of cost and efficiency.
5 RESULTS
5.1 Simulated Oracles
Figure 4 plots the average cumulative rewards under different do-
main settings in the Pac-Man domain. When the likelihood of feed-
back L = 1 and the consistency of feedback C = 0.55 (a), our algo-
rithm AL behaves slightly better than CS and AB method, while
QA and RS can only achieve similar performance with Q-learning.
The performance gap between all these methods is still very minor
when L = 0.01 and C = 0.8 (b). However, when increasing human
correctness toC = 0.8 and at the same time providing human inputs
only at a median frequency of L = 0.1 (c), AL converges completely
faster than the other methods.
The performance distinction of the methods is more apparent
in the Cart-Pole domain as shown in Figure 5. When L is 0.01
and C is 0.8 (a), all the methods can achieve similar performance,
enabling faster convergence than the basic Q-learning algorithm.
This implies that if the human can give correct guidance with
high probability (C = 0.8), individual InterRL methods can greatly
increase the learning performance, even this guidance occurs only
occasionally (L = 0.01). When L is 1 and C is 0.5 (b), which means
that the optimal and non-optimal human actions are given randomly
at each time step, the four combination methods all perform poorly.
Especially, CS cannot converge at all, while AB, RS and QA all
perform far worse than the traditional Q-learning algorithm. In
order to further reveal the impact of human’s errors on learning
performance, we slightly increase the correctness probability C to
0.51 (c). The result shows that a very minor increase in C leads
to apparent impact on the learning performance, especially for
the reward shaping method, which now achieves slightly better
performance against Q-learning. This result demonstrates that, to
enable good performance of InterRLmethods, the humanmust have
a good understanding of the RL task, and thus can give guidance
correctly (i.e., an adequately high C).
It is generally believed that methods shaping the agent’s actions
and policies (e.g., AB and CS) are more efficient than methods shap-
ing the agent’s rewards and value functions (e.g., RS and QA) [16].
However, when human actions are more prone to errors, AB and
CS perform far worse than RS and QA. This is easy to understand
since AB and CS are methods that are directly shaped by human
actions or policies, which are now error-prone. Similarly, different
formulations of value functions would possibly have significant
impacts on methods like RS and QA. Figure 5(d) shows the result
when increasing the human reward rh to 100 in order to raise the
influence of humans on biasing the learning process. Although only
a few human errors occur, the higher value of reward can cause
more dramatic change in the reward or value functions, which in
turn impairs the learning performance of RS and QA a lot.
Figure 6(a) shows that, by dynamically switching among different
InterRL methods, our algorithm can achieve better performance
though the whole learning process, fully demonstrating the benefits
of interplay between different InterRL methods. In order to test the
robustness, we added the Q-learning method into the portfolio of
methods, and then manually disabled the functions of the other
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AB
CS
AL
QL
QA
RS
(a) L = 1, C = 0.55
AL
RS
AB
CS QA
QL
(b) L = 0.01, C = 0.8
CS
AL
QL
RS
AB
QA
(c) L = 0.1, C = 0.8
Figure 4: Average reward under different parameters L and C in the Pac-Man domain when rh = 10 (AL, CS, AB, RS and QA
denote the adaptive learning, control-sharing, action-biasing, reward-shaping and Q-augmentationmethod, respectively.).
QA
QL
RSCS
ALAB
(a) L = 0.01, C = 0.8
AL QL
RS
AB
CS
QA
(b) L = 1, C = 0.5
RS
AL
ABCS
QL
QA
(c) L = 1, C = 0.51
AL
AB
CSQLRS
QA
(d) L = 1, C = 0.8(rh = 100)
Figure 5: Average reward under different parameters of L,C in the Cart-Pole domain, when rh = 10 (a)-(c) and rh = 100 (d).
AB QA
RS CS
(a) Interplay of methods
AL
QL
CSQA,RS,AB
(b) In dynamic environments
Figure 6: The interplay between different InterRL methods
using the adaptive shaping algorithm (a) and the perfor-
mance of our algorithm in dynamic environments (b).
four individual InterRL methods in the 200th episode. Disabling the
InterRL method means that the method provides a wrong guidance.
Figure 6(b) shows that by on-line monitoring the performance of
each InterRL methods, the algorithm can detect any environment
dynamics and adapt to this change in time.
Since individual InterRL methods tailor the human’s guidance
to agents with a particular representation and specialized shaping
procedures, various parameter settings can bring about diverse
learning performance when these methods are applied alone. In
fact, none of the four individual InterRL methods can achieve a
parameter-independent performance. Especially, human factors
such as correctness and influence of human guidance play a crucial
role in biasing the performance of each InterRL method. Generally,
when the correctness of human guidance is not high enough, the
individual InterRL methods are more likely to fail and may lead to
divergence of learning process. Moreover, for the value-based and
reward-based methods to be more efficient, human reward should
be set to a relatively low value to reduce its influence. These rules
provide basic principles to the selection of any individual methods
in an InterRL setting. Our algorithm, however, due to the interplay
between different methods, can take the benefits of each method to
achieve a more robust and efficient learning performance.
5.2 Real Humans
Figure 7(a) shows that the proposed adaptive learning method AL
performs best among all the methods when real humans interact
with the RL agent in the Pac-Man domain. It is clear that methods
directly shaping an RL agent’s actions (AB) and policies (CS) are
generally more efficient than those directly shaping the rewards
(RS) and value functions (QA) in real human scenarios. Although
the individual InterRL methods perform variously in the same pa-
rameter setting, the dynamic interplay of these methods can greatly
promote learning performance. Figure 7(b) shows the average per-
centage of selecting the InterRL methods when using AL. Method
AB is selected far more often than the other three methods through-
out the learning process, but finally all the methods are chosen
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Figure 7: Results when real humans interact with RL agents
in the Pac-Man domain (a)-(b), and the Cart-Pole domain (c)-
(d). Each value in the Pac-Man and Cart-Pole domain is av-
eraged over 100 and 10 episodes, respectively.
with an almost equal probability when the agent has converged.
Figure 7(c) shows the performance in the Cart-Pole domain. Since
continuous states in this domain can cause significant cognitive
burdens and thus errors for humans, the individual methods can
only achieve a slightly better performance against Q-learning, and
an almost equal probability of selection as shown in Figure 7(d).
The interplay of InterRL methods with the corresponding im-
proved learning performance presents an interesting phenomenon.
In the Pac-Man domain, although the action-based method AB alone
can already guarantee a good performance, it still faces the “error
curse” dilemma when an occasional error action given by the hu-
man can potentially bias the agent’s learning process. By slightly
choosing other InterRL methods during the early stage, particu-
larly those indirectly affecting the actions and policies (e.g., RS and
QA), the “error curse” dilemma can be greatly relieved, significantly
promoting the overall learning performance using the AL method.
Situations are a bit different in the Cart-Pole domain where the four
individual methods perform similarly and only slightly better than
Q-learning. Since the benefit of human learning is not as apparent
as that in simpler discrete domains, no specific InterRL methods
can dominate the dynamic interplay process.
A more interesting yet a bit counterintuitive result is regarding
the performance distinction between real humans and simulated
oracles. Figure 8(a) shows that the simulated oracle produces lower
quality performance than the real human when both methods use
the same early-advice training strategy2. The result is a bit surpris-
ing since it is believed that the optimal strategy generated by the
oracle should be more useful than the flawed data by the human.
2To realize the same training strategy, we modify the L parameter in simulated oracles
to shape the agent in the first L ×N episodes, where N is the total number of training
episodes.
Q-learning
Simulated Oracles
Real Humans
(a) Oracle VS Real
Early-advice
Late-advice
Sporadic-advice
(b) Training strategy
Figure 8: Performance of oracles against real humans and
different training strategies in the Pac-Man domain. Each
value is averaged over 100 episodes.
Upon a deeper investigation of the evaluations, we found that the
simulated oracle gave clearly bad feedback in a number of states.
For example, oracles seldom suggest moving towards the ghost,
but humans might do this once in a while in order to get the food
more quickly in the near future. This is because the oracle only
knows one of the many optimal policies that wins, but does not
recognize any other winning policies. If the action is different from
what is recommended by its own winning policy, the simulated
oracle simply gives bad critique on this action even though this
action represents another way of winning the game. A human,
however, might approve of several different good strategies at the
same time, and can therefore beat the simulated oracle. Previous
study has also observed such a phenomenon when humans and
agents use the policy shaping strategy [6], suggesting the important
role of human factors in an agent’s RL process, that is, although
human reinforcement is generally flawed, the informationally rich
knowledge of human learning can bring about significant benefits
over the flawless yet poor agent learning.
Figure 8(b) shows the performance when using different training
strategies. It is clear that training at the early stage is far more
efficient than training throughout the process or at later stage. The
benefits of early advice has been supported by several previous
studies [16, 31], although in different InterRL settings. To guarantee
a maximum performance promotion, humans should step in the
learning process as early as possible, before it is too late to entrench
their influence in shaping the agent’s learning behavior.
6 RELATEDWORK
There is plenty work on studying how humans can help in an
agent’s RL process [26]. Various InterRL methods have been pro-
posed. Knox et al. [14] proposed the TAMER framework for agents
that can be interactively shaped by human trainers who give only
positive and negative feedback signals. However, TAMER does not
allow human rewards to be directly combined with autonomous
learning reward. Later, Knox et al. proposed eight plausible com-
bination methods for combining a previously learned human rein-
forcement function with an MDP reward in RL [15], and studied
how human rewards and RL rewards can be combined simultane-
ously [16]. Griffith et al. [11] introduced an algorithm for estimating
a human’s Bayes optimal policy and a technique for combining this
with the policy formed from the agent’s direct experience in the
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environment. Abel et al. [2]) developed a general agent-agnostic
framework for human-agent interaction that can capture a wide
range of ways a human can help an RL agent. Other works focus on
investigating when and how engagement of a human is valuable in
InterRL settings [18–21]. All these methods, however, only target
at specialized shaping procedures and their various learning perfor-
mance in different settings. The most similar work to us is by Brys
et al. [5], who applied ensembles of shaping methods to achieve
multi-objectives in RL. However, only reward shaping methods
were considered in their approach.
A large scale human study has been recently conducted by Rosen-
feld et al. to investigate how human knowledge can help in tabular
reinforcement learning [23]. However, in our design methodology,
humans are coupled with the agent learning process at each time
step during learning, which is a bit different from their work. More-
over, our work focuses on understanding the roles and advantages
of different InterRL methods in shaping an agent’s learning process.
There is also tremendous work that uses demonstrations or ad-
vice from humans or simulated agent teachers to facilitate RL. For
example, the HAT algorithm transfers knowledge directly from hu-
man policies [27]. Other following work showed how expert advice
or demonstrations can be used to shape rewards in an RL problem
[4, 6, 7]. Some studies have also analyzed a teacher agent’s action
advise on RL under the teacher-student advising framework [9, 31].
However, all these studies focus more on transferring human/agent
knowledge to RL, which differs slightly from our work that focuses
on adaptively combining human rewards with RL rewards.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In human-in-the-loop InterRL, various human factors, such as differ-
ent capabilities in solving the task, diversities in human knowledge
and importance of human feedback can play a vital role in the final
performance using different InterRL methods. In this paper, we
verified previous hypothesis that the interplay between different
InterRL methods would potentially lead to new powerful shap-
ing methods by taking advantage of the benefits of each InterRL
method [2]. Results from both simulated and real human studies
showed that the proposed adaptive shaping algorithm could guar-
antee high-level performance across a variety of domain settings.
Future work includes more extensive evaluations on the adaptive
shaping algorithm when real humans are characterized by various
capabilities and influences.
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